The Martin-Siggia-Rose generating functional (MSR-GF) technique is used for treating of the polymeric D-dimensional manifolds melt dynamics. The one (test) manifold dynamics and the collective dynamics are considered separately. The test manifold dynamics is showed up after integration out of the melt collective variables. This have been done in the dynamic random phase approximation (RPA).The resulting e ective action functional of the test manifold is treated by making use of the selfconsistent Hartree approximation. As a consequence the generalized Rouse equation (GRE) of the test manifold is derived and its static and dynamic properties are studied. By making use the MSR-GF technique the uctuations around the RPA of the collective variables, mass density and response eld density, are investigated. As a result the equations for the correlation and response functions are derived. The memory kernel can be speci ed for the ideal glass transition as a sum of all "water-melon" diagrams.
I. INTRODUCTION
When we turn from an isolated polymer chain (or more generally D-dimensional polymeric manifold) to the polymeric melt of identical species then two general theoretical problems could be posed. The rst is related to the single chain dynamics : "How are (for chains shorter then the entanglement length N e ) the coe cients of Rouse equation are renormalized?"
The question does not seem to be legal, since it is known from the experiments 1] that the Rouse model itself provides a good description for the melt of the relatively short chains N < N e . On the other hand, the novel investigations by means molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and neutron spin echo spectroscopy have shown systematic deviations from the Rouse behavior 2,3] and suggest such a renormalization. This actually means that the collisions of the test chain with the surrounding chains does not simply add up to a white noise force even so the excluded volume interactions are screened out 4]. Indeed we will show that the interactions introduce a new dynamic regime at 2D=(2?D) < d < 4D= (2?D) . This new regime is derived on di erent grounds than those proposed by Schweizer 5, 6] . We describe the polymeric manifolds below only in terms of connectivity and excluded volume. The connectivity de nes the D?dimensional subspace which is embedded in the Euclidean space of d dimensions. The chains or manifolds in our consideration are crossable, so that entanglements can not occur and reptation dynamics is not considered.
The second general problem related to the collective variables dynamics can be put forward by the question: "How do the equations of motion for the time dependent density correlation and response functions look like?" We will derive them by taking into account the density uctuations around the dynamic RPA. The RPA is known in describing several collective phenomena in interacting polymer systems quite well 7] . At the same time the theoretical description of the glass transition 8], for instance, is certainly beyond the RPA because the interactions become strong and dominant on the short length scales. Hence the main point is to develop a method which allows to study the glass transition of an ensemble of "Rouse chains" with a degree of polymerization below the critical molecular weight N e .
The paper is organized as follow. The Sec.II is devoted to one-chain dynamics in the melt on the basis of the generalized Rouse equation. In Sec.III the multi-chain or collective dynamics is discussed in relation to the glass transition mode-coupling approach 8]. Finally in Sec.IV we discuss the main results.
II. ONE-CHAIN (MANIFOLD) DYNAMICS IN THE MELT
Let us start with a melt of D-dimensional manifolds in a d-dimensional space. The test manifold is represented by the d-dimensional vector R(x;t) with the D-dimensional vectorx of the internal coordinates. In the same way the manifolds of the surrounding matrix are speci ed by r (p) (x; t) (p = 1; 2; : : : ; M). We have chosen the notation in such a way, that the boldfaced characters describe the external degrees of freedom in Euclidian d -dimensional space, whereas the arrow hatted vectors correspond to the internal Ddimensional space. The model of the melt of M (monodisperse) tethered manifolds used in the following is based on the generalized Edwards Hamiltonian,
where = dT=l 2 is the elastic modulus with the Kuhn segment length l. The model we have chosen allows the interpolation between linear polymer chains, which correspond to D = 1, tethered membranes (D = 2) and 3-dimensional polymer network (D=3) (see Fig.1 
where 0 is the bare friction coe cient, V ( ) is the excluded volume interaction function,
x denotes a D -dimensional Laplacian in internal space and the random forces have the standard Gaussian distribution.
We nd it more convenient to reformulate the Langevin problem (2,3) in the MSRfunctional integral representation 10]. This representation is especially useful for performing transformations to collective variables or integration over a subset of variables. In our case we introduce the matrix density (r; t) and the response eld density (r; t)
j (x; t)r j r ? r (p) (x; t) : (5) In ref. 11] the rst systematic expansion of the e ective action in the MSR-functional integral in terms of and was given.
The aim now is to integrate out the matrix variables (4, 5) . To do this, we make the expansion of the e ective action up to the 2-nd order with respect to and , which corresponds to the random phase approximation (RPA). After performing the (Gaussian) functional integration all information about the matrix is comprised into the RPA correlation S 00 (k; t) and response S 01 (k; t) functions 11] .
The resulting action includes still the test manifold variables in a highly non-linear way. In order to handle it we use the Hartree-type approximation and also take into account the uctuation-dissipation theorem for both, the test manifold and the matrix variables. This strategy leads (see for details in 12] ) to the following GRE (6) with the memory function ?(x;x 0 ; t) = 
x;x 0 ; t)S 00 (k; t) (7) and the e ective static elastic susceptibility
and the random force F(x; t) has the correlator hF(x; t)F(x 0 ; t 0 )i = 2T ij 0 (x ?x 0 ) (t ? t 0 ) + (t ? t 0 )?(x;x 0 ; t ? t 0 )] : (9) In eq. (8) the e ective interaction function
gains the standard screened form 4]
(where F 0 st (k) is the free system correlator), if the standard RPA-result is used for the melts static correlator S st (k). It is an important point that we treat on an equal footing both, the static and dynamic parts of GRE (6) . The static behavior is determined mainly by the e ective static susceptibility (8) . Namely when the second term on the r.h.s. of eq. (8) (13) where w is a corresponding exponent. The renormalized Rouseian regime occurs when the memory kernel in eq. (6) is dominated compare to the Stokes friction term. In the RPA the melt density correlator S 00 (k; t) is well approximated by S 00 (k; t) = S st (k) In Fig. 2 we have summarized the overall schematic behavior for Q cm (t). At the relatively short times, 0 < t R , and displacements, l 2 < Q cm (t) R 2 G , the test chain 
III. THE COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS
Now we are interested in equations of motion (which would go beyond RPA) for the full correlation G 00 (k; t; t 0 ) = h (k; t) (k; t 0 )i (19) and two response functions G 01 (k; t; t 0 ) = h (k; t) (k; t 0 )i ; at t > t 0 (20) G 10 (k; t; t 0 ) = h (k; t) (k; t 0 )i ; at t < t 0 (21) where the collective variables and are given by eqs. (4) and (5). The starting point is the Langevin equation (3) for the melt manifolds. By making use the standard MSRfunctional integral representation, after transformation to the collective variables (4) and (5) we arrive at the GF which looks like a functional integral over these variables 11] . This is a most compact eld theoretical formulation of the full Langevin dynamics. The exact form of the "e ective action" in this GF is not known explicitly, but can be obtained by a functional expansion. This expansion can be done under assumption that the density uctuations are not very large and the "e ective action" is convex 11]. As a result the GF takes into account uctuations around the RPA up to the arbitrary order (see eq. (27) 
and c is the bare correlation time. The matrix elements 10 
The eq.(27 -28) have been used for the ideal glass transition problem 8]. In this case the correlator G 00 (k; z) as well as the memory kernel M(k; z) acquire a pole at z = 0 at a critical temperature T c . One can easily see that such contribution come from the sum of all "water-melon" diagrams which are represented in On the contrary the e ective dynamic contacts are e ectively "short ranged" and as a result
This scaling immediately leads to the conclusion that at d >d uc = 2d 0 f the manifold dynamics is Rouseian.
In the Sec.II we have already discussed some MC-and MD-simulation results for 3-dimensional polymer chains melt ( d uc = 2;d uc = 4). The best test of the renormalized Rouse dynamics predictions would be the simulation of rather long crossable (to avoid reptation) chains but still with an excluded volume interaction. In a recent MC-simulation 23] the statics and dynamics of such melts have been studied. Unfortunately in 23] the plot Q cm (t) is not given explicitly, i.e. it stays unclear from this simulation how the mode p ! 0 is renormalized.
We have also shown how the general equation of motion for the collective (multichain) correlation and response functions can be derived. For the case where the FDT holds we have arrived at the same type of equation which has been extensively studied in the framework of MCT 8] . For the general o -equilibrium case the correlation and response functions depend not from the time di erences but from both time moments (see eq. (22 -23) ). This leads to the so-called aging phenomena which was already theoretically investigated for some simplify spin systems 21]. The general equations (22) and (23) are speci ed for the polymer melt and in MCA could be solved numerically. 
